
GREEN TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY EXCLUSIVE
FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY
SUSTAINABLE LUBRICANTS

exclusive technology for eco-friendly lubricants



OLITEMA WAS CREATED
BY FOUNDRY ALFE CHEM
From foundry and alloy treatment
to the finished product through exclusive knowledge
specialised knowledge of individual production processes

OLITEMA is an industrial reality
based in Italy, operating within the 
Alfe Chem Foundry Group, for years 
in the field of lubrication and auxiliary 
chemicals for processing and 
industrial processes.

Our research and development, 
production, logistics, sales area
and technical and administrative 
departments are committed to 
continuous improvement and 
customer satisfaction.

We work both domestically
and internationally.

Olitema directly 
produces synthetic 
lubricant BASES from 
natural resources,
through exclusive 
technologies and 
processes, which it
uses to manufacture
finished products
with superior
and sustainable
performance.

In view of the profound changes in the 
automotive industry and the major 
political and economic challenges in the 
sector, OLITEMA develops and makes its 
technology and experience in the world 
of lubrication and innovative, sustainable 
raw materials available to users.



SUSTAINABLE
RAW MATERIALS

“ Chemistry is the basis of Life,   
it is discovered, not invented ”

highly advanced
chemical laboratories

FROM PRODUCTION TO PRODUCT
Thanks to their natural neutralising capacity and oxidation stability,
the new OLITEMA engine oils are the ideal, modern answer
for effective and prolonged engine protection

With the complete range of OLITEMA engine oils, transmission fluids, 
antifreeze and advanced technology greases, you can be sure that
you always use the right product for every application.
This way your vehicles will consistently
offer you the best possible performance.

AUTOMOTIVE

NAUTICAL

AGRICULTURE

TRANSMISSIONS

BRAKE & HYDRAULICS

AUXILIARIES



“ Chemistry is the basis of Life,  
   it is discovered, not invented ”

MILAN
HEADQUARTERS
& PLANT PRODUCTION

Via Verona 12/14,
20007 Cornaredo (MI)
Italy

Ph. +39 02 25565217
Fax +39 02 255652218

TURIN
HEADQUARTERS
OPERATIONAL
TURIN

Via Palazzetto 9,
10079 Mappano (TO)
Italy

Ph. +39 011 19321167
Fax +39 011 2074583

HEADQUARTERS
LEGAL

C.so Brescia 77,
10152 Torino (TO)
Italy

www.olitema.it     |     info@olitema.it


